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Help your heart
~At 2 p.m. on Sunday, Feb.
11, Heart Challenge 1996
will be held in Nicholson
Pavillion. The event will
highlight a number of
exercises that promote
cardio-vascular fitness. It is
being sponsored by the
CWU P.E. and Fitness Club,
the American Heart -Association and Hans' Gym·.
Retrospective ~rt Exhibit
Professor Margaret Ahrens
Sahlstrand of the art department from is retiring Central
after 31 years. In commemoration of this, an ·
exhibit of some of her work
is being featured in the Sarah
Spurgeon Art Gallery
through March 1.
Home·on the Range
Central Biology Professor
Rooerf"Lapen will discuss
"Distribution of Big Game
on the Palouse Range,
Northern Idaho" tomorrow at
4 p.m. in Dean Hall, room
102. He will talk about field
research he conducted in
Idaho in 1960, which he
feels is still relevant and
beneficial to ecology
students.
Changes in Dining, Housing rates Forum
An open forum will be
held at 9 a.m . tomorrow in
Barge Hall, room 201 to
discuss proposed housing
and dining hall rates for
1996 - 97. Everyone is
encouraged to attend.
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Central's winter of discontent
by Kari Belton and
Rob Kauder
News staff
If you have been following the
headlines, you might notice the
local papers are spending quite a
bit of time analyzing faculty morale at Central.
For most people. this is something never before heard
For
others. it's an issue that has been
in doubt/or several years. Morale
is a historic problem at Central;
reports that date back to 1992 discuss it.
In the next five issues, The Observer is going to look into
Central'sfaculty morale, and in a
broader sense the campus 'climate', in a search for what the
problems are and how they are
affecting our community. We'll
also look to see if there is any
resolution in sight.
Central' s faculty is concerned
with a wide variety of problems.
Their concerns include the faculty
being overworked and underpaid,
stagnant salaries and no merit pay,
-----benefits are eroding, and there is a

of

Barge Hall on a chilly day.

Jack of respect in the state legislature for higher education. The last
concern about Olympia seems lo
be universal among the faculty.
"I think what is always present,
at the root of the problem, is the
perception among faculty that the
legislature has declared war on
education," Dan Ramsdell, history
professor, said. "EspeciaJJy to those
whose salary is paid by the state.
There has been a dominant upsurge of dissatisfaction."
Professor Hugh Spall, who is the
chair of the Faculty Senate, sees
the legislature's attitude as a problem that could affect all institutions of higher learning in the state.
"Some of the things that may
harm morale are specific to
everybody .. .! would say frankly
the attitude the legislature seems to
have toward faculty members appears to be that faculty members
are overpaid and don't work long
enough hours," he said.
Another concern is fa~ulty de-

See MORALE/page 5

Michelle Lee Gahlman/ Photo edito

Suspect arrested while getting coffee at 7-11

Shooting on Friday leaves one wounded, one in jail
by Rob Kauder
News editor
While temperatures dropped into
the negatives last Friday night, tempers flared in one situation, leaving
one person wounded and another
in the county jail.
At 1:25 a.m., 38-year-old Terry
Maybinalledgedly enteredaCampus Village apartm~nt brandishing

he said.
An Ellensburg police report
stated Parker was then pistol
whipped on the left side of his head
and cheek. Maybin then fled the
scene on foot.
Ellensburg Police, University Police, County Sheriff and State Police ~II arrived at the scene within
minutes of the shooting.
The police began searching for

a pistol. He then shot 30-year-old
Kenneth Parker, wounding him in
the left thigh.
One persori, who requested to
remain anonymous, said he was in
his Campus Village apartment
when the incident occurred.
"I was watching TV and someone got shot on TV, and two minutes later I heard a gunshot (from
outside) and a bunch of cussing,"

Maybin, while Parker was transported to Kittitas Valley Community Hospital. He was treated and
later released.
Judith Rylander, a sales associate at the 7-11 at 1001 E. 10th
Street, said that Maybin came into
the store between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m.

See SHOOTING/page 4

Politically correct person on the street

Do you feel that health care services on campus are adequate?
'

-Heidi Linderoth, education and music
major, junior
"I like the idea of the counseling offered
to everybody_ I wish they could offer
more services like medil:ations and
check-ups

~_,..

-Jere Call. English literature. graduate
student
"They have always provided whatever I
needed, whenever I was sick.

~·&..:~~~---~---~~;,1~

-Jerry Enriquez. psychology.junior
"I think the services are adequate. It's
nice to have them on campus"

,

i

.

-Kay Le, business, senior
"They are very nice people and they offer
a lot of extra infonnation for services
they are not set up to provi~e."

-Terri Jenkins. education, junior
"Its nice because I don't have to worry
about (health care) bills." ·

photos by Dave Dick/The Observer
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Karate kick kills drywall, cars collide in parking lots
Jan. 28, 2:30 a.m.
Two Stephens-Whitney residents, a 20-year-old male and a 19year-old female, were called by
someone identifying himself as the
manager.
.
The person said the resi<;lents
needed to fill out some paperwork
and discussed alcohol violations
with them . Police determined this
was a prank .
Jan. 29, 12:41 a.m.
Officers responded to a noise
complaint in the F section of
Stephens-Whitney . They contacted
three women residents and issued
them written violations of the city
noise ordinance.
Jan. 30, 9:32 a.m.
A physical plant worker reported
a door for disabled persons was
broken at Dean Hall.
He determined the activator mats
had frozen , and the weight of the

Campus

Cops
by Rob Kauder
ice had forced the door to remain
1
open. So~ eone then tried to force
the door closed and broke the
handle. Ten minutes later, the
same worker found a similar door
broken at Nicholson Pavillion .
$100 in damage was done to each
door.
Jan. 31, 7:46 p.m.
A custodian reported a 12 inch
square hole was punched through
some drywall on the 3rd floor of
Al-Monty Hall's 'A' wing.
The damage, which appeared to

have been caused by someone kicking the wall, was $60.
Jan. 31, 3:50 p ..m.
A '90 Honda Civic, driven by an
18-year-old man, collided with a
'90 Subaru, driven by a 16-yearold girl in the N-19 parking lot.
Both vehicles failed to yield to
another in an open intersection. The
Honda sustained $2000 in damage;
the Subaru $500.
Jan. 31, 10:07 p.m.
Two men, ages 26 and 30, in the
'A' section of Anderson Hall were
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told to. quiet down and were issued
warning notices of the city noise
ordinance.
Feb. 1, 1 p.m.
Two people were backing out of
parking spaces in the E-13 lot, and
backed into each other.
A '87 Nissan Pulsar, driven by a
25-year-old woman, received
$1200 in damage.
The other vehicle, an '88 Ford
pickup truck driven by an 18-yearold man, received no da_mage.
Feb. 2, 10:02 a.m.
An AM/FM stereo, CD player,
speakers al)d an amplifier were stolen from a '91 Jeep parked in the 11,5 parking lot. The loss is estimated at $750. Police have no
suspects.
Feb. 2, 1:08 p.m.
Police received information that
a missing Barto Hall sign was in
aroom in Sparks Hall. They con-

tacied the resident, an 18-year-old
man, who admitted having the sign
and turned it over to the police. The
matter was turned over to Student
Affairs.
Feb. 3, 11:41 p.m.
A police officer noticed a person
walking in the road near 11th and
'D' Street.
The person, a 19-year-old-man
from Cheney, was extremely intoxicated. He was cited and transported to the residence he was staying at.
Feb. 4, 1:49 a.m.
Police officers, while on patrol in
Hitchcock Hall , found a 19-yearold Ellensburg man passed out on
the third floor.
He was intoxicated and was cited
for minor in possesion/minor in
consumption and turned over to
some friends in HltchcokHall to be
taken care of.

Cheer tryouts coming soOn
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Are you interested in trying
outforthecheersquad? There
are informational meetings on
\Vednesday, Feb. 14, and
Thursday , Feb . 15 , in
Nicholson Pavillion, room
202 at 6 p. m.
Bring a cassette tape and a
tape recorder for the dan~~
: mat~rial you, will .Qe. gjy~J;l , q·
The meeting is required and
will be helpful to you as tryout material will be discussed
and distributed .
Members of the cheer squad
are responsible for representing the University at selected
volleyball, football , men's
and women's basketball
games, and other university
events. You must also have a
cumulative grade point average of at least 2.00.
Practices will begin spring
quarter and will continue
through the fall and winter
quarter.
For more information contact Kathey at 963-2664.

/

The Obsetver has a position
available for an Advertising
Representative. Commission
based on sales. Call
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·- February 1st thru February.23rd• Buy a Deluxe Taco & Soft Drink ancl receive

2•4-•1

Bring in a friend and we'll give 2 Haircuts for the
price of 1. Includes: scalp massage•
consultation•shampoo•condition•cut•style•
cosmetic finishing touch
Please call 962-2600 today to schedule. Offer valid
with select stylists. Mention ad for
special. One person must be a first-time client.

, a Second Deluxe Taco for 23C
• Crvstos ay 23C with any purchase (reg. 99C)
• Soft Drink reflls 23 c
Over 100 candy choices avm1cille in pmlor

- ENTER TO WIN Long distance calling cards. 1 entry per customer

_

per visit. No purchase necessary

- IIJI 1iK:dllme"
Taste The

Real Difference: At the Plaza in Ellensburg
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What do they do with all that money? ·A primer on the BOD and S & A fees .by Laura Yoshida and
Tara Young
News staff
The state legislature is back in
session and the Board of Directors
(BOD) is putting your Service &
·Activities (S&A) Fees to work
monitoring proposed legislation.
Part of the BOD mandate is to
work closely with the Washington
Student Lobby to influence lawm,akers for student concerns. Tuition,financialaid,andstudentday
care are among the many issues
affecting students.
Besides monitoring ·legislation,
the BOD also reprt:sents the student body to various groups on
campus. As part of the governing
board of the Associated Students
of Central Washington University
(ASCWU), a BOD member sits on
the faculty senate. The BOD also
works closely with university administration, and, in certain instances, with the Ellensburg community.
Another responsibility of the
BOD is to appoint members .to
over 28 different committees.
These committees are university
committees and are separate from
the BOD.
"We've filled 73 of the 77 posi-

CENTRAL'S

T

UITION
AND FEES

Washington State Legislature sets the amount state
universities can charge
students. After the
legislature has determined
the broad categories,
Central's Board of Trustees
breaks it down further.
Tuition & Operating
Expenses - $658 per
quarter or $1,974 per
academic year
• $1,896 goes to general
operating ·expenses:
professor's salaries, light.s,
etc.
• $78 on new construction
and remodeling.
Fees- $96 per quarter
or $288 per year
• $75 goes to pay off bonds
for dorms built in the '50s,60 s.
• The remaining $213 is
turned over to the Service &
Activities (S&A) Fee
Committee for allocation.
Student Loan Fund 3.5% of the total tuition
and operating and fees,
about $27.

tions." said Lisa Allen, executive
vice president. "Someofthesecommittees didn't even have members
in the past."
Allen cites this example as one
way she's tried to make good on
her campaign promise of filling
the communication gap. She has

5 01.
-10
35~

7%

-17.5 %

SUB

Other
Activities

21 • 8 01.
-10

ASCWU .
B
d f
01.
-- _oar O
•
-;o
Directors Student

34

16.6 %

Student
Activities

Daycare

Athletics

Information provided by the Central Washington University Business Office and from S&A Fee documents.

part of the BOD, but the
BOD appoints the
committee's six student
members. Two of the
student members, Shannon Cutler and Allen
serve double-duty as
S&A Fee Allocation
Committee members
and as BOD vice presidents_
Dolman said he felt
Allen and Cutler's duties do not present acontlict of interest. Both
abstain from voting
when BOD' funding is
the issue at hand.
S&A funds are dispersed based on the
· ' s proposed need
service
and quality of programming. Proposals show
anticipated needs for
equipment, supplies,
professional consulting
fees, travel, salaries/
compensation to students, staff and various
other fees.
Initial priority is given
to the payment of debts.
This priority is followed
by a contribution of no
less than 20 percent of
the total budget to athletics, music, music-related travel and theater/
arts activities, according
to a document released
by Student Affairs.
s&A ~iees are man-

~winili~~fe~b~kw~~~ili~----------------------------------------~~~~~~~~~ina
the committees.

manner contributing to

Each spring the BOD is elected
by students and represents them
from graduation to graduation. The
president works 19 hours per week

each of the six vice presidents work
14 hours a week to earn $4,500per
year.
Although the BOD meets at4:30
p.m. each Wednesda , students

for.Jt_~alaryof$6,000peryear,and

rarely attend. Meeting agendas are
posted 24 hours ahead of time on a
bulletin board in Samuelson Union
Building, room 116.
Dolman admitted that the BOD

·I

GALA

does not take enough initiative in
making students aware of issues at
hand. He contended, however, that
students don't seem to take much
initiative, either.
One area studel)tS might want to
take initiative in is the S&A Fee
Allocation Committee. This is the
committee that determines how the
$213 each student contributes each
year is spent. The committee is not

the university's ~trategic plan. The
plan includes revitalizing the role
of Student Services in promoting
student intellectual and personal
growth.
An informal poll conducted by
The Observer showed that many
students feel excluded from the

See FEES/page 4
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•Providing support for gays, lesbians, & bisexuals
•Informing on how to support gays, lesbians, &
bisexuals
•Answering questions you may have regarding
sexuality issues (ie. religion, origins, current
legislation, etc.) *If line is busy please keep trying
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VERY SPEC,IAi:.EVENT!::>

Featuring Dreamsicles 1996 limited edition Dreamsicles Day event
figurine entitled "Glad Tidings," is destined to be a favorite among collectors.
It is exclusively available for purchase on
Dreamsicles Day.
-Free Drawing for Dreamsicle collectible
figurine
-Refreshments
-Manufacture Representative present

-SATURDAY, FEB. 1ffh
1-3pm
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SHOOTING:
Police investigating

..

From page 1
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on Saturday morning.
"Terry came into the store, and
he went back and got a cup of
coffee," she said .
As Maybin was waiting in line to
purchase his coffee , Rylander noticed several police officers approaching the store .
"I happened to look up, and I saw
a city police officer and a sheriff
corning down the windows," she
said. " I thought that was normal,
they're in and out of here a lot
buying coffee. I didn't think anything about it, but as they got to the
door the (officer) had a gun in his
hand. And I thought, 'Oh my god,
now what's going on."'
With weapons drawn, the officers entered the store and ordered
Maybin to step away from the
counter and put his hands above
his head. The officers explained
what was going on, read him his
rights and_handcuffed him.
During this situation, Rylander
noted that Maybin cooperated fully.
After being cuffed, Maybin was
escorted outside and into a police
caf for transport to the jai 1. He was
booked into the Kittitas County
Jail for first degree assault and first
degree burglary .
Campus Police Chief Steve
Rittereiser reported that contrary
to an article printed in The Daily
Record Parker has neither applied
nor enrolled for classes at Central.
"It's interesting the headline
termed the shooting was near
CWU," Rittereiser said. "When
anything in Ellensburg would be
near CWU."
The Ellensburg Police are continuing to investigate this incident.
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..
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Campus Village, where a shooting took place
~~weekend.
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FEES:BOD provides
venue· for student
involvement
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it out for your orthodontist bills.
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from page 3
decision-making process surrounding current issues on campus. Students are annoyed that the BOD
and S&A actions center around the
SUB, a place many students don't
frequent.
Other students expressed concern that information is not readily
available to them. They suggested
that the BOD develop a newsletter
to update students on issues at hand.
'The priority is not to assume
t.hat students get infomrntion, but
to make it readily accessible to
them ,'' wrote one student surveyed.
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Tax questions? Call TeleTax
for recorded information
on about JS(J tax topics,

'.U hours a day.

·AT&T
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Department of the Treasury

~&I/I Internal Revenue Service
http: //www.ustreas.gov

• For interstate calls. Promotions excluded.
1-800-COLLECT is a registered trademark of MCI.
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MORALE: Faculty concerned about lack of support
From page 1
velopment. Faculty development
is difficult to explain, because there
are so many different interpretations of the term.
"Under the present system, it's
whatever the deans say it is," Spall
said . "It varies among the
schools ... some schools have more
imput from faculty than other
schools."
Basically, faculty development
is self-improvement, and the problem is there isn't enough money to
support it. Faculty development
gives opportunities for faculty
members to attend professional
conferences and exchange new
ideas with others in their field in
order to improve their teaching
ability. It can also mean acquiring
state-of-the-art computer equipment to conduct research.
Lisa Weyandt of the psychology
department mentioned that travel1ing to conferences can be costly.
"When I travel to a conference it
usually costs me about $2,000 and
if I'm lucky the university contributes $300," Weyandt said.
Robert Brown, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities, explained that the faculty are expected
to do some scholarly work, and the
funds for faculty development support this.
"There are some funds available,
but it's insufficient," Brown said.
Faculty morale is also, affected
by issues that vary between the
different schools and departm~nts
on campus.
"Micromanagement," Spall said,
referring to a concern specific to
the school of business and economics . "We have a dean whose
management style is to get down to
the smallest detail. Everybody that
responded mentioned said that. It's
unanimous."
The facully are also frustrated
over their inability to make changes
due to a lack of control. Hugh
Spall compared the Faculty Senate
to the British House of Lords in
this respect._
"The Senat~ (has) a few things
we can say 'Yea' or 'Nay' on, but
we can be overruled by the Board
of Trustees," he said. "You don't
have a real lot of control over things
you would like to."
Spall went on to say the Board of
Trustees are responsible for policy
making for the whole university.
The faculty can ·make . decisions,
but the board is the "ultimate authority" and can overrule the
senate's decisions.

c
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EVERY MONDAY AND FRIDAY
AT NOON IN SUB RM 107
EVERY WEDNESDAY
AT 3:00 PM IN SUB RM 104
COME JOIN US

FOR INFORMATION CALL
D. A.P. P. E. R. 963-3213
SUB 106
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Beside the Board of Trustees, the
faculty also has to work with the
deans of the colleges on campus.
The Oexibililty of the deans is limited by guidelines passed down
from President Ivory Nelson and
Provost Tom Moore.
The morale of the faculty members that have been here for a longer
period of time plays a major role in
the morale of newer faculty members on campus.
'These young foiks that just
came in , they're happy to be here,
they'~e enthusiastic, and they may
not feel the same frustrations their
older colleagues, but the new faculty are being influenced by the
older faculty who are somewhat
bitter about what's happening,"

Brown said. "One danger in that is
to perpetuate the negative feelings
about the institution and the administration."
Brown went on to say that the
issue of faculty morale is one of
many topics discussed in the Campus Climate Report, which was
released during the Board of Trustees meeting last Friday. Brown
was the chair of the task force that
put the report together.
Lastly, the faculty are concerned
with the administration's handling
of the issue. The minutes from the
January I 0 faculty senate meeting
show one faculty member's concern that when the president is confronted "with the faculty morale
problem, he insists that the prob-

lem lies within the faculty and refers the issue back to the grassroots
level."
"There is a fairly high level apparently of faculty dissatsifaction
with the way the administration is
dealing wi,th these problems. '.'
Brown said.
Weyandt agrees that there are
morale problems among "some
faculty but it is not exclusive to any
department."
Some faculty members fee! thnt
both the legislature and certain
administrators do not think they
work hard enough.
''A top administrator recently said
that he could walk down a hallway
in any building at two o'clock and
not see any faculty at work," she

said.
This is discouraging to Weyandt
and some of her colleagues who
"are probably teaching at 2 p.m."
and spend nearly every weekend at
tl)eir offices.
"There seenJS lO be the conception among administrators that we
only teach," Weyandt said. ·'They
have little appreciation for the fact
that we also advise, attend meetings, and have various other extra
circular activities.

Next week, The Observer will
look at the Campus Climate Report, a document which will shed
more light on the greivances of the
faculty, as well as other topics that
affect the overall nwrale of both
students and teachers alike.

How do you think the faculty morale issue is effecting the education of Central students?

-Margaret McDonnall Beilke,
associate professor of business
" I derive a great deal of joy from
teaching so as far as low morale I
accept it but my focus is my students
and what they are gaining and how I
can facilitate learning for them ."

-Ivory Nelson , president
"Some people lel issues effect them in
one way and some in others but when
faculty members walk into the classroom
they give student s they best they have lO
offer.'"

-Corwin King, professor of communication
"I still think the overwhelming majority
of faculty are doing their jobs the best
they can. Many faculty members would
like ·to see the students suffer the lea~ t."

-Keith Lewis assistant professor of art
"Despite Central 's best efforts the morale
problems on campus will not be totally
solved with out legi slation ."

by Dave DickfThe Observer

fFi1 Planned Parenthood·
11:1· of Central Washington
CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE • RELIABLE

• Low Cost Birth Control
• Pregnancy Testing
•Male Exams
•Depa Provera

• Annual Exams
• Infection Checks
•Norplant
• Morning After Pill

312 North Pine• Ellensburg• 925-7113

I LOVE YOUR TAN ...
AND I LOV£ YOU, TOO!

Ellensburq floral
•Roses
•Candy

•Balloons
•Gifts

Don't Torget:
Valentine's Day is next
Wednesday! Make your
Rose Reservation soon!

925-4149
925-7726
420 N. PINE

306 So. Main
Suite #1
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Technology fees ~ore
iDlportant than perceived
With the impending increase of tuition to cover a proposed
mandatory technology fee of anywhere from $25 to $40, many
students haveexpressed concern.
This fee is not to be used strictly for the technology-based
majors, nor is it going to purchase equipment that students will
never be able to use.
It is there to cover the costs of providing comprehensive
technological support and services to students .
,_Today, a fee of $19 per quarter al lows those who purchase a
computer use sticker the right and privilege of using the
numerous computer labs on campus as well as having access to
the Internet and various network services .
It is easy to claim that one may not need these resources, but
as the world increasingly becomes the streams of zeros and
ones that makes. up binary computer information, it becomes
imperative that educated people learn how to tap into and
utilize these resources.
The world is no longer a place where "every man is an
island." That which affects one of us affects allof us. These
mandatory fees would eventually benefit even those who
believe that they do not need to merge onto the much-hyped
"Information Superhighway."
_
·
This extra money would allow the university to purchase
equipment that might not otherwise be available.
More and more professors are requiring that students have
VAX accounts and access to e-mail for their classes.
The few dollars added to the tuition bill each quarter is far
outweighed by the benefits that tho~e dollars could purchase
for the entire university community.

line that is more than I can get from
the

~ :;~;~:;~;~ ~have

there! Fish probably would too
if people didn't pollute it.
The willow-lined banks by
&Lare an ideal place for many
>. Judy on ~ sunny, warm day
· . ould be a place that is
· ,ed, not polluted.
'.k it's time we realize
s is there for our en. ot our garbage.

=
~[in?~~~~~:c:o:lial;W;;tl~~~~--------'ii'.?· :; .:

work!

···:··l;IlQ.ti£~Q;9:!\·:Bf·!·xn,§,!Xi%:fft!U·RH9b':
of garbage thrown into the

Sincerely,

Stu, junior
roland@eburg.com .
UST include your
ne numberforverise write to the
han to any specific

Congra
getting
on-line
ing "Big Gulp" cups, dining hall
paper products, beer cans, etc.
Congratulations on getting on- frozen until spring into a river
line.
that most students wat'k by or
I follow CWU loosely, and it is · - over each day to class or work.
go~.d to have a source of info onC'mon people!! Ducks live
To the Editor,

ver reserves the
.length, style, gram'
d matters of taste.
Send letters to: Bouillon 222,
Ellensburg, WA 98926, or bring
them to the newsroom (Bouillon
222, FAX 963-1026). You may
also send letters via e-mail to
Observer@cwu.edu.

If the climate's chilly, how cl,Q we. warm.it up?:
,,.,,
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.::: Tho's'c'.'.Q.f.' y'<~·u· ... ·.•
who' vc read the papcrs lately will know .
thi s head 1i ne isn't
about the below zero
temperatures we' vc
been cxp~ricncing
herc in Ellensburg
Jatcly.
h's .about a recent task force
report which discusses how students, faculty and staff (especially people of color, women,
and gays, lesbians and bisexuals) felt about their experiences
here at CWU.
Students shared with the
Campus Climate Task Force

·

.,~·

. . . tlS

their experiences
with prejudice, discrimination and harassment because of their race,
ethnicity, national origin, sex,
and sexual orientation.
People of color talked about
"v_erbal abuse, epithets, and degrad.ing graffiti."
Some students and faculty of
co'lor said they felt invisible
a'nd unrecognized which led to

.,

'

••""•

~•
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a sense of dis'c onnected< · FeIJl~}~ ?·tqd~rit~.r~ported be- 9.6) indicates tha~ such ha.rassness from our carripus ing "subjected to jokes and ment continues as posters for
community.
comments in the classroom their meetings continue to "disOthers said they some- which were sexist and insensi- appear."
times felt too visible, re- tive." Those that spoke out said
This is only a brief overview
porting that they'd been they were often labeled "whin- · of the concerns raised with the
singledoutfor"hostile,aggres- ers" or "overly sensitive."
CampusClimateTaskForceresive and unfavorable treatment
The Climate Report describes garding discriminatory treatby Central employees."
the environment for gays and ment of students. (A complete
Women students, faculty and lesbians
at
CWU
as copy of the report can be found
staff reported "a wide range of nonaccepting and sometimes in the February 3 and 5 issues
experiences involving sexual hostile. Task force members of the Daily Record and in the
bias, discrimination, and sexual were informed of a number of CWU Library, Reference Secharassment." They felt such incidents involving harassment tion.) It's an extremely imporbehavior was not only tolerated and violence directed at gays tant document because it talks
· by CWU, but that the perpetra- and lesbians.
about how those of us who live,
tors were often defended by
A recent letter to the editor
their colleagues.
by GALA (The Observu, 2/1/ see HOWARD/page 7
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HOWARD: Speak out
From page 6
work, study and play here feel
about our institution. The report includes many recommendations to assist us in making
our campus a welcoming one
for all.

963-2205). Complaints of discriminatory treatment by other
students can be brought to the
Student Affairs Office (BouilIon Hall 204 , 963- 1515).
Don't remain silent. We want
to help.

to'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

thoughts.
.of all,
when it broaden
your
understanding
I haveFirst
some
additional
Fourth,
I encourage
you of
comes to issues of discrimina- those whom you see as ''differ"' ti on, understand that we 're not ent." Do some reading. The
only talking about what's right; Chief Owhi Room in the SUB
we're talking about the law. has a great library including
Students are entitled by law to books and magazines by or
an education · which is not about a variety of racial/ethnic
tainted by discriminatory treat- groups and racism.
• @±:@iVilDl@Mi@bi
ment.
The Women's Resource CenSecond, think about your own . ter has a library of books and
behaviors and those of you,r pamphlets on subjects by or
friends. Do they contribute to a about women and relationships.
sense of acceptance and respect Our university library has books
for those who are different or on both subjects as well as
do they serve to reinforce com- books on gays, lesbians, and
monly-held stereotypes and other sexual orientations.
prejudices?
Engage others in discussions.
Third, speak out if you ob- Put yourself in places where
serve or experience discrimi- you'll have the opportunity to
natory treatment. If your friends interact with students from diare telling a racist joke, let them verse backgrounds and cultures .
know you don't think it's funny. Join a club , Attend special
If you're on the receiving end events during Black History
ofracist,sexistorhomophobic Month, Women's History
behaviors, tell someone.
Month, and other cultural
If you can tell the offending events, and presentations.
person yourself, great. If you
And last, volunteer your sercan' t tell someone else-a vices to the BOD as it prepares
trusted employee, your LGA, to address the many recommenyour department chair. They' II dations included in the Campus
help. Complaints. of discrim,i- Climate Task Force Report.
natory treatment by employees
can be made in the Affirmative •
'}.[_ancy J{owari is iirector of
Action Office (Barge 211 Hall, C'W'll Jtffirmative Jtction office

The 6th Annual Leadership Conferenee
is now accepting registration farms
for the March 30th Conference.

Look for your registration form in your mailbox
or contact Logan Aimone at 963-1691 for more information.
Presented by the ASCWU.
Celebrate Black History Month Feb. 151h

I Dream a World: Black Women Who Changed America
7:00 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.
in the Tower Theatre

Are you looking for an apartment
Spring, Summer or Fall Quarter?

Sponsored by Student Affairs-Diversity, Theatre Arts, Black Student Union, & KCAT

Anchor M Apartments
are now accepting applications for
spring & fall quarters.
Stop by the Anchor M
office and pick up an
application, or
call 925-2725 for
more information.
1901 N. Walnut

Ellensburg

We NEED Your $2
to help continue
the fight for
students' rights.
Opposing:
Fighting for:
- Full funding of Financial Aid
- Campus Alcohol Restrictions
- Greater Access to Higher Education - Time to Degree Legislation
- On Campus Day Care
- Cuts to Support of Higher Ed.
Doµ~.t fQtget
1
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~~:S:1:~:~ ~t~r

meeting. 5 p.m .. SU_B 204.
'·>':. fth~nde.rbird ba
+ Young Republicans Club meeting. 7 .$i5, ~ust be 2
p.m., SUB 204.
+ English exemption exam for 101 and
301, 3 p.m.,. LIA15. Register for exam +
in English q~p~.. !>f.fic~. LIA23.

The Observer

30 p.m., show at 8
. Tickets are $18.
concert series
r Cult, 8 p.m., the
m. Cover charge is
older.

i:~;re11~Jt~~~1E~
p.m .. Tower\'fJ:{~atefr(.Jfickets are $12.
+ .Basketball: 'cwii women vs. Puget

+

Women's Student Organization
meeting, 5 p.m., SUB 204.
+ Global Places •Series:
"Gallic
.(.......·~-- ~ ...# '!' ·.·~
Rambles - Stalkini~ '. :.~~~t~~q
Land
" 7 30 .
i''G '·--:Y -~ ,. .
Cent:~ape, :
~i:1

Sound, 8 p.m .. Nicholson Pavilion.

FRIDAY." ElMVAIW !J

+

A.A. meeting, noon, SUB 107.

.-<~.

ioA l·- '.0•m~LJ61

;al-;:~:,:~~~ ~a~!~~~~~~~t~l!~~:i~:~:~

semmar, 4 p.m., Dean 102.
_..-::p; >,-('.:<J?:;~;._~\\~lationship
• Dinner Theater: "A. .. My na~~~:~$.-~\''·;:~if~'}~!~lit' men and
Alice." Dinner at 6:30 p.m., show--~~r~~;iz~··p,,fu., Barto Hal
p.m., Tower Theater. Tickets are $18. ~ ' 't- Chi Alpha Bi
+ History club meeting, 3 p.m., Grupe Grupe Center.
• Classic Film

... .. .:.:),\

1: .. Communication:
en really want," 6

+ "I Dream A Wo .. .. -....,.,:......:.: :-;
Who Changed Ame-X~i~ · .

..

-:·~·:·.-.

::

~

... . tic
presentation by Locai'":Af €8s~"of
Seattle, 7 p.m., Tower Theater.
+ Cheer squad tryouts information
meeting, 6 p.m., Nicholson Pavilion,
202. For more info call 963-2664.

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
· CALL 925-CARE

Blast from the past - 1984

Our S1ore has:. .:

N'OW E:XPANPEP!:
9%5-9H9
Central and the Ellensburg community got a brief glimpse of beer-drinking legends
when the world famous Budweiser Clydesdales pranced through town May 17, 1984.
The eight-horse hitch pulled the popular red replica of the original Budweiser
beerwagon used by Anheuser-Busch in the early 1930s.
The one-ac1t parade started at CWU's Tomlinson Field, then clopped through campus
to its final destination, t.Qe Ellensburg police station.
Ellensburg was just one of hundreds of yearly stops for the famous team, whiCh
travels nearly 40,000 miles annually.

Enter at LEA.TON'S RESI'AURANI'
2202 Canyon Rd. 925-4821
"'Does not include transporta.t_ion - · Drawing every Monday
.

for 6 weeks ~

,

c ,

't

..,.....~---------------------------------------..
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Truth about legendary CWU alumni
by Kelly Lawing
Staff reporter
This is a recent e-mail that I
sent to a friend of mine.

"Thanks for your e-mail. My
life has been in a continuous state
of craziness.
I am so impressed with the fact
that Tom Cruise attended your
Jr. College. Several friends and
I discussed it over drinks last
Friday night.
We are in a slight quandary,
we didn't think that Tom Cruise
went to college.
They, however, wanted me to
point out to you that Julia
Roberts, and Glenn Close 10 name
just two went to Central ~nd the
university is currently in
negotiations to get Brad Pitt to
join our Theater Dept.
Sincerely,
Kelly"
As a student at Central for the
past three years I've participated
in many conversations regarding
famous alumni.
So this last week 1 decided to
find out once and for all if Central
had any celebrities attend classes .
Off I went to the alumni archives
in Barge.
I confirmed that neither Julia
nor Glenn are alumnae and no
one is out recruiting Brad Pitt.

But I hope
that you are
sitting
d o w n ,
Craig
T.
Nelson
from ABC's
"Coach"
attended
Craig T. Nelson
classes here
in 1963. He
had to leave after two quarters
because he lacked interest in his
grades. He doesn't even look
like his year book picture, but
that is him.
Actor Brian Thompson also
attended Central. You may
recognize him from the Sylvester
Stallone film Cobra which has
been on TV about a billion times
lately.
Thompson graduated with the
class of 1981. He went on to play
parts in Star Trek:Generations,
Terminator, Three Fugitives and
of course Cobra.
While digging around looking
for actors, I found that there were
many Central grads who have
gone on to excel in their fields.
Here are a few of them. So the
next time you are trying to
impress your friends with Central
alumni you can tell them the truth.
Larry Pinnt:
*Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer of
Pacific Northwest Bell in Seattle
*serves on the governing

boards of Key Bank of Puget
Sound, Key Trust of the
Northwest, National Exchange
Carrier
Association,
Safeco ·
Mutual
Fund and
Lutheran
B i b I e
Institute,
Issaquah.
Larry Pinnt
*graduated
in
1956
with a degree in mathematics.
Milton Kuolt
*founded the Thousand Trails
campgrounds
*sold Thousand Trails in 1981
to pursue his next business
venture-the creation of Horizon
Airlines.
*graduated in · 1950 with a
degree in economics.
Mitred Masterson McNeilly
*Author of 40 "whodunit"
short stories and three historical
novels
*went on to a newspaper career
with the Yakima HeraldRepublic, the Seattle Star and
the Seattle Post-Inteiligencer.
*received her two-year
teacher's certificate at the
Ellensburg Normal School in
1927.
Dr. James E. Brooks
*recently elected president of
the Northwest Association of
Schools and Colleges (NASC).

He graduated
from Central
in 1950 with
a degree in
geography.
NASC is a
regional
accrediting
body that James Brooks
oversees
quality ·control at 151 colleges
and universities
*was also Central' s president ·
for 1961 to 1978.
Annette Sandberg
*heads the Washington State
Patrol
*at the age of 33, has become
the first woman in the United
States to head a state law
enforcement agency
*graduated in 1983 with a
degree in law and justice
William Livingston
*recently debuted with
Metropolitan Opera in New York
*has won
several
international
competitions
including
the Verdi
Con test in
Busseto,

Janine Pease-

Italy and the
Mozart Prize
in the Vinas

Pretty-On-Top

Contest sponsored by the Queen
of Spain.
*graduated in 1970· with a

degree in music
Janine Pease-Pretty-On-Top
*in 1982, she was the charter
president of Little Big Horn
College in Crow Agency, Mont.
*received a $275,000 award
from the John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation
*graduated in 1970 with a
degree in
education
Ron Simms
*King
County
Councilman.
*graduated
in 1971 with
a degree in
Ron Simms
psychology
Ronald
Meyers
* was the State Representative
from the 26th District
. *graduated in 1976 with a
degree in finance.
Doug Sutherland
* wasMayorofCity ofTacoma
*graduated in 1959 with a
degree in history
Al Swift
*Retired U.S. Congressman,
2nd District
*graduated in 1953 with a
degree in speech.
These are just a few , bµt you
know the old saying "so many
people and not enough room ."
Kind of gives me hope that
perhaps I, too , will be able to do
something with my degree.

Rockers Blue Oyster Cult next to roll into Thunderbird
by Shay McGraw
Staff reporter
Big arena rock dinosaurs Blue
Oyster Cult (BOC)-will play at 8
p.m. Saturday at the Thunderbird
Motel, with local act Gray Wolf
opening.
The small scale club tour is in
support of BOC' s 15th album,
Workshop of the Telescopes, a
32-track anthology chronicling
the band's 24-year recording
career.
,
The double.- dlsc <gi:eatest hit~ .............,.,. . . ., .,. .')"!·''l''"'''''

'. compilation also i_ncludes three "h'j,[i,il!!~~J~~j~;
previously unteleased'.tracks~ ' ~ ~ 11,1 ,; . .·"''::;::::c:~""':~s:::,
Despite BOC's 'g~neral decline' '1/;;\iYDTL
in popularity since their heyday
in the early-to-mid- l 980s, the
band still comes across stronger
and tighter than most modern
rockers.
This is due to the combined
experience and camaraderie
between its members, all of whom
have played on every album since
the band's incarnation in 1972.
True BOC fans will recognize
the gracefully-aged features of
its original lineup: Eric Bloom,

See BOC/ Page 1O ·

Blue Oyster Cult will bring its show to the Thunderbird Motel this Saturday night.
"'

.

-

...

photo courtesy of Eric Meola
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Tarantino scores again with From Dusk 'Til Dawn
by Y_om Hogan
Staff reporter
To most, life is beal!_tiful and
a thing to cherish. And death is
ugly and feared. Unless, of
course, it's the death of a
vampire. And hopeful1y their
death is far.from ordinary, but a
beautifully
constructed
mutilation of these evil
creatures.
In the film, "From Dusk 'Til

Dawn,"
by
Quentin
Tarantino (Pulp.
Fiction,
Reservoir
Dogs)
and
R o b e r t
Rodriguez
(Desperado, El Mariachi),
vampires are once again put to
the test of "how gross can you
die?"
With Rodriguez's creatively

brothers (George
Clooney
and
Quentin Tarantino)
who are on the run
after robbing a bank.
In order to cross the
Mexi.can border,
they take hostages,
a preacher (Harvey Keitel) who
lost his faith after his wife's
death, and his two kids (Juliette
Lewis and Ernest Liu).
After crossing the border,

Mv~le ~e~lew
brutal mind, and Tarantino's wit
and wordplay, "From Dusk 'Til
Dawn" takes a totally freshfook
into horror.
It begins with two lawless

they go to a far-out-of-the-way
bar, in which they're supposed
to meet their contact. The
meeting place turns out to be a
regular place for vampires to
dance naked and eat people.
The vampires' bite is capable
of turning the victim into a
vampire. This puts a few
characters into the situation

See VAMP/ Page 11

.

••

BOC: 1970's line up still going strong in the 1990's
From page 9
lead guitar and vocals; Buck
Dharma, guitar and vocals: Alan
Liniar, keyboards; Jon Rogers,
bass; and Chuck Burgi, drums.
How do the now mature band
members feel about playing
smaller venues, like the
Thunderbird, after captivating
crowds of more than 80,000 with
monstrous chart-toppers like
"Godzilla?"
Since the band members were
unavailable for comment, aroadie
for BOC camp known only as Art
summed it up well by asking:
"How do you think it would feel
to work for a long time as the
manager of a McDonald's, and
then come back to find out you're
the fry cook?" Adding further,

"They're not trying to make a big
comeback."
Whether or not 130C is holding
its breath for a second wind does
not deny the band the success it
has achieved in an otherwise
turbulent and uncertain industry,
nor the success it is experiencing
on its current club tour. BOC
publicist Chip Ruggieri said every
stop of the tour has sold out thus
far.
The band previewed its nearly
two-hour set for Ellensburg at
two sold-out shows last Thursday
and Friday at the Ballard
Firehouse in Ballard.
The crowd was primarily
comprised of older rock fans who
had grown up with the band and
never lost their faith. However,
there was also a sprinkling of
younger faces in attendance, seen

occasionally through 70's coifs
and full beards in the standingroom-only crowd.
A true fan of the band sported
an untatteredjersey from BOC's
1983 tour for its Revolution by
Night album.
They got started just before
midnight, after leaving opening
honors to local boys Diamond
Star Halo, and a forgettable nonamer.
But crowd morale for Blue
Oyster Cult did not waiver.
As the lights dimmed and a
flurry of mesmerizing synthesizer
noise began, two-pronged fists
pierced the smoky air and a
steady, beckoning chant of "B0-C!" seeped through.
The band · then tore through a
powerful set of songs highlighting
its g-argantuan career. Notable

flashbacks included a three-song
set beginning with "Burnin' for
You" and ending with "Don't
Fear the Reaper."
Sandwiched between the two
mega-hits was an extended
version of what many consider
the band's most m·emorable tune,
a tribute to the notorious Tokyo
terror, "Godzil1a."
Drummer Chuck Burgi
relentlessly pounded out a l 0m in ute drum solo midway
through the song as all other band
members took a break backstage.
As BOC wrapped things up
and the lights came up, everyone
filed out knowing they had got
what they came for- a chance to
relive the past with an intimate
performance by some of their
favorite sons.
Ellensburg's chance to relive

REDISCOVER -a~ YOVR VlllENTINEl...,.,

.a

, Couples Counseling can be an effective
way to solve challenges & get close
with the one you love

~W!Nffllll

CONSVlTllTION
708 e. Stk

(atfbp~)

. 925-2177

$/iding Fee Scale
MEN'S COUNSELING
CENTER NORTHWEST

Stefan Schlesinger, M.A.
(509) 962-3692

(206) 328-4636

the past with BOC wi11 come this
Saturday when the band
unleashes "Godzilla" and other
hits at the Thunderbird Motel.
Judging from the preview at
the Ballard Firehouse, fans can
expect an incredible performance.
The Thunderbird .has come to
be "the hot spot" for national acts
who have seen their glory days
and are still able to draw adecentsized crowd.
Thunderbird manager Russ
Lovestead said the ballroom can
comfortably accommodate more
than 300 fans and was happy with
the turnout for the first show.
"I thought the Flock of Seagulls
show went really well,"
Lovestead said.
Rock veterans Molly Hatchet
will play March 3 at the
Thunderbird. Other bands in the
works include Nazareth andApnl
Wine, although dates for those
shows have not yet been
confirmed.
Lovestead enjoys the bands that
are making their way to
Ellensburg and plans to book
more through the summer.
However, he would also like to
bring in some country acts and
heroes from the sixties, possibly
to include Ario Guthrie and
Alice's Restaurant.
"I'm a big rock n' roll fan,"
Lovestead said, " . . . after all,
I've been listening to it for 43
years."·
Tickets for the Blue Oyster Cult
concert are $15 and can be
purchased at the TicketMaster
outlet in the Samuelson Union
Building, Rodeo Records and at
the Thunderbird Motel.
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Bowling club rolls up.fun
·' Karrin Jaeson
Staff reporter
I think it is safe to assume
that each and every student
_,, attending Central has the
recognizable need for a study
break once in a while. When
the learning gets to be too much.
one group of students have
~ found a way to have fun and
relieve stress at the same time.
For more than 30 years,
Ellensburg Bowl, located on 8th
Street, has supported a college
,, bowling league.
It isn't widely advertised and
the bulk of the promotion comes
from the campus bowling
classes,
but the
newly
established Bowling Club hopes
to change that.
This year has seen a record
turnout in the weekly event.
"There are approximately 56

students, 14 teams of
four, in the league,"
Bowling
Club
president Scott
Hafferkamp
said.
They
meet every
Monday at
about
9
p.m.,
to
practice
techniques
and sharpen
skills
and
usually end
at
about
midnight
Hafferkamp
said.
The cost is
$24 per team
each night, which
includes three games per
person and the shoes.

Anyone is welcome to join
the league, and at this time
there is room for two more
teams.
Throughout the season, ·
· 50 cents of each person's
dues goes into a prize
fund. At the end, every
is awarded a
certain amount
of the money,
according to
how many wins they
had.
So you see, finding .
a study break activity
can sometimes be
rewarding
monetarily and
emotionally.
There are many
options available
on or off campus,
consider finding one
for ·yourself!

Valentine's "Dream Dates" Laura Lucchesi (left) and Bix ·
Cruz.

Valentines Dreain Date raffle
Ar.e you searching for a good time on Valentine's Day this year? Are
you searching for that special someone? Public Relations Student Society
of America (PRSSA) is raffling off "Dream Dates" for the big day. You
already have a sweetheart? No problem. PRSSA will give yo.u a choice
- "Your sweetheart or ours."
Winners will enjoy dinner for two at either The Grill House or the
Valley Cafe.
The Valentine's sweetheart is junior public relations major Laura
Lucchesi. The dream man is senior public relations major Bix Cruz.
Both "Dream Dates" are single and say they are looking forward to the
raffle.
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Balloons
Green Plants

Stuffed Animals

100 w. 8th

925-3176

CALL YOUR LtJCAl

REPRESENTATIVE TODAY!

Suzie
963-8065

Fresh Arrangements

M
V

Sale! Peanut
Buster® Parf

OR CALL lBOD-328-SAVE
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-' ' :\t' par!icip'atin~ ' ·
Dairy Queen· Stores.

N~!lOH \VO~~~
d~~nn ~~on~ O!l

405 E. 3rd
9213--9888

I

• •

We Treat You Righ{')
- AM o o Corp -1995 ..
R~. us. Pa1 Oii . AM o o . Corp

•

Dairy Queen · stores are proud sponsors of the Chlldren·s Miracle
Network Telethon. which benefits local hospitals for children .
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Ski & 'board season underway
by Amy Abbott
_s_ta_ff_r_e~p_o_rt_e_
·r

__________~-

Let it Snow, Let it Snow, Let it
Snow. These words may not be
music to some of your ears, but to
skiers' ears it's pure heaven.
Now that we are mid-way
through the ski season, many of
you maybe hitting the slopes whenever possible, while others are wondering if spring will ever get here.
T_h ose of you unfamiliar with
the sport of skiing don't know the
great challenge and fun you are
missing. But don't worry, there is
still hal fa season leftto conquer the
slopes.
From the Northwest slopes of
Mt. Baker to the mideast runs of
Mission Ridge, Washington ski areas offer a wide variety of activities and runs to fit any level and age
of skier.
About a45-minute drive from
Ellensburg, you can hit four different ski areas for just one ticket pric:
Hyak, Ski Acres, Snoqualmie, and
Alpental are all part of The Pass.
The Pass offers a shuttle service which leaves the Snoqualmie
ski area every 20 minutes, stopping
throughout the areas.
The Pass has more than 65 runs,
with a vertical rise of 900 feet at
Snoqualmie and 2,200 feet at
Alpental.
They offer one of the largest
night-skiing areas in the world, with
over 900 acres of lighted terrain;
just 1,000 acres less then what is
offered during the day .
For snowboarders l~ere is big

(snowboarders).
air to be had at
White Pass
Snoqualmie's
is
only
an hour
snowboard park
and
a
half
from
and
Hyak's
Ellensburg,
and
Half-pipe.
offers
challengAlpental ski
ing slopes for
area is for the
skiers
and
extreame skier.
boarders
of
all
It offers steep
levels.
It
has
a
terrain, moguls,
vertical
rise
of
and
double
1,500 feet, with
black diamond
over
35 desigruns. The other
nated
runs.
areas are geared
A
new
additoeward the betion
to
White
ginner
and
Pass-is the Great
moderate ski€r.
White. The n~w
Last week
high-speed quad
before the cold
chair
was added
front hit, senior
two
years
ago.
Ryan Fraley
The
chair
cut
look a day off to
riding
time
tear up the new
down to just unsnow
at
der
five minAlpental.
utes,
which
"Midweek is
means more
great because
runs and less
you avoid the
Ryan' Fraley enjoying the cold weather.
time freezing on
weekend
the chair.
Amy Abbott/ The Observer
crowds," Fraley
"Since the
said,' "I personnew
quad has
ally like the Edelweiss chair that you can ski from the time it opens
been
installed
I
get
much
more out
takes you all the way to the summit until closing.
of
the
ski
day,"
senior
Bryan
Sabari
The Pass opens at 9:30 a.m.
with extreme runs and great ppwsaid,
"With
the
snow
so
great
it
weekdays and 8:30 a.m. weekends,
der."
makes
all
the
difference."
Prices range from $14 Monday and closes at 10:30 p.m., except on
Snowboarders can show their
and Tuesday~ $16 Wednesday and Sundays.
stuff
in White Pass's new
For those beginning skiers and
Thursday, $18 Friday, and $28 Sa~
snowboard
park "The End." The
urday, Sunday and Holidays. Night snowboarders The Pass offers a
entire
run
is
filled
with quarter pipes,
skiing is the same price except Sat- special package which includes lestable
tops,
kickers,
Jlnd funboxers.
urdays and Sundays when it is $18 son , equipment and beginner lift
There
is
also
a
half-pipe
to catch a
and $14. For just two dollars more ticket for $35 (skiers) and $45

great line in.
·Prices at White Pass are Monday, Tuesday, and Friday $19;
Wednesday and Thursday $14, and
Saturday and Sunday $30. A new
spring break special begins March
16, until the end of the season dropping all mid-week prices to $14
and weekends to $24.
White Pass is open daily
8:45a.m. to 4:30p.m., with nightskiing on Fridays and Saturdays
until IO p.m ..
A beginner package includes
rental, lesson, and lower lift tickets
for $25 (skiers) and $35
(snowboarders).
Just 15 minutes from Wenatchee
stands ski area Mission Ridge with
35 designated runs, plus many back
terrain runs.
Mission has a 2,200 feet vertical rise ·with four chairs and two
rope tows. It needs less snow than
the other areas to open, so it is
usually the first to welcome skiers.
They groom the runs every night to
make the snow circulate and stay
fresh.
"Even in the cold the snow was
great, just be sure to dress warm," .
Bob Procbstcl said about his recent
trip to Mission.
Mission also offers
snowboarders a half-pipe with a
rope tow and snowmaking on the
lower part of the mountain.
Lift prices are $15 midweek and
$30 weekends. Missions hours are
9a.m. to 10 p.m. with night-skiing

See SKI/Page 15

Men's B-ball loses two by narrow margin
jured knee, it appeared that another Central scoring drought was
Assistant News editor
in progress.
That is until a three pointer _by
The Wildcats continued to have
Greer
tied the game at 71 with
scoring trouble in the closing minunder
two
minutes to go, but it was
ute~ of last week's games, with
not
enough
to hold off a Simon
losses to Simon Fraser, 77-75, and
Fraser
victory.
Se~ttle University, 77-75.
·"We need to step it up the entire
Central, with an 11-10 overall
game," head coach Greg Sparling
record, is 1-5 in the Pacific Northsaid.
west Athletic Conference. Four of
Despite shooting only 34 perthose league losses ha"'.e been by
cent from the field, the Wildcats
two or three points.
were led by 20 points from Greer,
The Simon Fraser Clansmen
13 points for senior Jason James,
held on to defeat the Wildcats on
and senior guard Troy Steigman
Feb. I. in the nearly empty
added 10.
Nicholson Pavilion.
"You have a couple of close·
With freezing temperatures out,io~~e,s _and . sometimes players start
sipe. the fans who did . sho~ up
, . N.~oubt themselves," Sparling
· ·s·aid : "'With the way Seattle has
been playing they have all the confidence in the world and we need to
be ready."
Unfortunately, Central was
scoreless in the final two minutes
of Saturdays game with Seattle
University's Chieftains.
In the closing minutes of the
game senior Jeff Foster, who had a
game-high 21 points, had a chance
to be the big hero, but as the screen
was set his shot sailed in and then
bounced out of the basket for another close loss.
Out-,rebounded 51-33, many ot:
Seattle is points came from a crash.:'
Senior John ·Greer shows his frustration at anothe-r last
ing attack ·on the offensive boards
second loss against Simon Fraser. Brad Brockman/ The Observer

by William Baldyga

were treated to a fast:-paced game.
Simon Fraser led most of the first
ha]~ trailing only once when a
missed dunk allowed Central to
move ahead 24-22, with 5:32 left
in the half.
Going into halftime, the Clansmen came back to take control and
started the second half with a 3231 advantage.
With a revolving door on the
lead it looked as if the Wildcats
would come back until the drive
and confidence that they displayed
in the first half almost completely
disappeared.
As I 0: I I showed on the clock,
and with senior center John Greer
suffering oby·iou~ ·:na}Q· )1.1 :hi~ · _in-: :

which allowed the Chieftains to
dominate the inside game all night
Central went on an eight point
scoring run with 1:56 left to take
the lead,.75-73.
A Seattle jump-shot and two
free-throws allowed them to take
the lead and the game.

Wildcat
center.·.·.:·
· Brant ~:··"
Borghorst.
burns
Simon
Fraser
opponent in
last
Friday's
game

Brq.,_d , .
Brockman/";. : . r
The
Observer

Along with Foster's 21, Jason
James added 15 points, 12 rebounds
and three steals for Central. John
Greer and Tyce Nasinec both finished with 12.
Central faces Puget Sound in
league action tonight at 7 p.m., in
the Nicholson Pavilion.
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'Cat hoops win ~t home
by Shantal Chase
Staff Reporter
Central' s women's basketball
teamtraveledtoBumaby,B.C., last
Thursday losingtosix-timedefendingconferencechampion, the Simon
Fraser University Clansmen.
Katzer said the defensive competition from SFU was strong. They
forced Central to ·take shots they
didn't want to ·take, which lead to
turnovers for Central and.points for
SFU.
"We were out rebounded, which
hurt the team," head coach Nancy
Katzer said. " We also had good
support from our bench players, all
11 players worked hard and continued to play their best until throughout the game."
Central was unable to.hold the
Clansmen back, with the final score
91-47.
On Saturday, Centralplayed their
best all around game in the past four

years against Seattle University.
"We're finally doing the little
things right as a team," Lynette Hill
said. "There are no more individuals; we're like a family."
Central ran their sets and forced
Seattle University's defense into
making mis takes leading to I 2 turnovers.
Central also did a great job i!1
holding back SFU' s big scorers
from reaching their average number of points per game.
Nicole Trammell led the team
with the game high scoring 26
points. Stephanie Bergstrom did an
outstanding job anchoring a tough
Wildcat defense. She scored eight
points with two assists.
Shannon Sherrill played hard
defensively. She helped the team
by scoring six points with three
assists, and also did a SFU's Amy
Kuchan from scoring her average.
Natalie Hutcheson added to

Central's tough defense with five
steals, offensively scoring nine points
with.Jour assists.
Jodi Coker came out strong in the
second half after sitting the bench in
the first, and scored six points with
five rebounds.
Lynette Hill scored seven points
with five assists. She also had seven
rebounds, five of which were offensive boards put back for points.
At the end of the first half, Central
led 32-23. In the second half, SU
came back by scoring 39 points over
Central's 36 It was not enough to
keep the Wildcats from winning, 6862.
"Our team was very focused on
winning, so we played like a winning team, defensively and offensively," said Katser.
It was a big win for the Wildcats
and it appears that the women's team
has a chance to make it into the
playo,ffs:

Central forward, Nicole Trammell, fights for the shot
against Seattle University's Amy Kuchan.
·
Garret Grabler/ The Observe

'Cats declawed at home

for the team high with 26 wins dual included freshman Joe
Schuyler _(1I8), Smiley, junior
each.
Smiley defeated both his Steve Gusse (158), and sophoThe Wildcat wrestlers had a ·Clackamas and Simon Fraser . more Tony Hoiby (210).
At the SFU match, Hoiby
tough weekend, losing two d.ual opponents, crushing Cameron
wrestled
at 190 pounds, winmatches to Clackamas Commu- Mitchum from CCC 16-0. Smiley
ning
13-6.
nity College and Simon Fraser is ranked first in the nation and is
"He clobbered his [ oppolooking forward to the team's perUniversity.
nent],"
Pine sai~.
Both duals were very com- formance at nationals.
Gusse
scored a la.s t second
"The
show
is_
coming
up,"
petitive and the matches at each
takedown
on SFU' s Graham
Smiley
said;
"I'm
looking
out
to
were very close.
Nasadyk,
wining
his match 9-8.
do
good
for
myself,
but
my
team"You learn through defeat,"
"I
wasn't
going
·t o let myself
head coach Kevin Pine said. ma~es are important too."
lose,"
Gusse
said.
Other
Wildcats
who
win
their
"You [have] to c~ome back and
This Friday the Wildcats
get ready for the next opponent." matches at the Clackamas dual
travel
south for a dual with Portwere
senior
Dean
Klepec
(
150),
Sophomore Leighton Smiley
(128) . continued his 11-match senior Brett ,R otondo ( 142), and land State, an NCAA division II
team. The two teams have not
winning streak. He and sophp- senior Andy Boe (190).
met in I 0 years.
Winners
at
the
Simon
Frasier
more Jeremy Brummett are tied

by Michael Bellamy
Sports editor

University Recreatio11's
After School Kids and
Kids-N-Things Summer Daycamp
are accepting applications for daycamp
·counselors (two (2) positions) •

~

/'IMA

SK

Applications will be accepted until February 29, 1996. Applications may be picked up at University
Recreation, SUB 212, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Leonard Kunz

y

Tandem Jumps
Available

Successful candidate must commit to working spring and summer. Spring Quarter will be approximately 10 hours per week (3:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Monday - Friday). Summer Quarter will be
approximately 40 hours per week (7:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. Monday - Friday).

Owner/Operator

Candidates must be able to demonstrate ability to work with children, ages 5 - 12. Experince in
recreational programming for children is de·sired.
For more infonnation contact University ,Recreation at 963-3512.

.
CWU students and lovers
l_ove.

WILDCAT NIGHTGAMES

PICKLEBAL,L ·TOURNAMENT
I

be~ause

'•

FRIDAYr ..·~EBRUARY 9TH

9:00 - Midnight

we have an you need

for that special someone:

Ccinclles, llama Sutra
Hurryll Hurry!!

romance £tems
306 S. Main #3
(across from
KFC in plaza)

925-9702
Mon. - Sat.

9-7pm

Tournament spaces
will
fill · fast
for more information
call 963-1751
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Seahawks sue in Kittitas County
by Michael Bellamy
Sports editor
If you've been to a game at

the Kingdome lately , you may
have noticed some long lines at
the restrooms .
The fact that the Kingdome
is almost 50 percent deficient
in the number of toilets it is
required to have is just one of
the complaints that Seattle
Seahawks, Inc. (SSI) mentioned in a suit filed against
King County on Feb. 2 in
Kittitas County.
The suit is based on allegations by SSI regarding structural problems with the
Kingdome.
When the Seahawks entered
into contractual agreement with
King County in 1986, both parties were under the assumption
that the Kingdome was structurally sound; the building was
described in the contract as
"first class."
It has come to light in the

past few years, however, that
· the· Kingdome may not. be so
top-of-the-Ii ne.
Another problem for SSI
seems to be that the Kingdoine
. was built on a landfill.
Seismologists have concluded that a large-scale earthquake was not considered during the building of the
Kingdome. In the event of such
an earthquake, the ground beneath would "liquefy."
Soft soil isn't the only problem. For a building of its size
and crowd capabilities, the
Kingdome lacks the proper
restroom facilities and elevators for handicapped or elderly
fans; there is only one elevator. King County has not as yet
done anything to remedy the
Seahawks complaints.
It is for these reasons that
SSI is suing to get out of the
contract.
On Feb. 6, hearings were
held at the Kittitas County

Courthouse to determine if
Kittitas County has any jurisdiction in the case, and over
restraining orders filed by both
SSI and King County.
Judge Michael Cooper found
that Kittitas County has jurisdiction because the suit was
first filed in Kittitas County.
The court also granted a restraining order preventing King
County from prosecuting its
cause in King County courts.
This is currently pending another hearing on Feb. 22.
SSI was prevented, by restraining order, from the sale
of the franchise to a third party
outside of Washington state,
entering into contracts that
would obligate the Seahawks
to play home games outside of
the Kingdome, and transferring
assets or equipment necessary
to playing home games in the
Kingdome.
The case is still in the early
stages of consideration.

Channel seven news van, outside the Ellensburg
courthouse.
Garrett Grobler/ The Observer

Water 'Cats qualify for nat'ls
by Curt Nelson
Assistant Sports editor
Central' s swimmers shattered
many of this years best times last
we~kend in Federal Way at the
Washington State Open.
Two of the men's swimmers
made nationals in the 50-yard
freestyle.
Junior Mike Doughty and senior Ben Olszewski qualified with
times of 21.72 and 21.81 respectively. Senior Jeff Ritchie also
qualified for the finals and got an
optional national time-Friday with
a time of 22.32. Olszewski also
qualified in the JOO-yard freestyle
with a time of 48.29.
Freshman Justin Berry joined

I

Olszewski, Doughty and Ritchie fied in the 200-yard freestyle in a
on the 200-yard freestyle relay time of 2:00.94.
team that placed second with a
Davis qualified in the 200-yard
time of l :26.37. The same team breaststroke with a time of
took fourth in the 400-yard · 2:34.84.
freestyle relay with a time of
"I feel pretty positive about
3: 13.58.
where we're going as a group,"
"The 200 free relay did an Clark said.
outstandingjob," head coach Lori
Saturday the team has its final
Clark said.
dual meet of the season at home
The women's 200-yard med- in the Nicholson Pavilion swimley relay team, freshman Katie ming complex at 1 p.m. They
Tiffany ,junior Marina Cardenas, will take on defending national
junior Jodie Nelson and junior champions University of Puget
Carriane Davis, placed seventh Sound.
"They look tough, I don't see
in a time of 1:54.40
Two women's swimmers anyone who's going to challenge
joined Olszewski and Doughty that team," Clark said. "Tl:iey've
with national qualifying times. got a lot of depth, on both the
Senior Laurie Franchini quali- men's and women's teams.

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER ,

1011 N. Alder
962-2570
Located close to carnp·us

•

The men's and the women's
teams both have 1-4 records in
dual meets this season. After
Saturday they will be idle for two
weeks until they host the Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference
championships. The championships, Friday, Feb. 23 and Saturday, Feb. 24, will feature Central, The Un~versity of Puget
Sound and Evergreen State Col- ~
lege.
Simon Fraser was scheduled to
come but they have declined the
iRvitation.
"It's too bad for swimming, it
belittles the .sport," Clark said
about Simon Fraser's snubbing.
"It takes away from the meet,
having only three teams there."

MAIL BOXES ETC.
We can ship your packages
to your V ®Il (I irn ~ Dl1il (I!

Intramural
League Feb. 2
Top records:
Alpha _W:
Mastermakers 3-1
Jennifer Billings 3-1
Shannon Brister 3-1
Three-Peat 3-1
Alpha A:
Red Tide 4-0
Short but Funky 4-0
Alpha X:
Wolverines 4-0

Beta B:
Beau Baldwin 3-0

BetaY:
Hoopsters 3-0
G'town 3-0

Delta R:
Bulldogs 3-0
·Delta D:
Caucasion Invasion 3-0
Shag & Penny Rev. 3-0

110 w. 6th

Delta Z:
Money Train 3-0
Ballers 3-0

V-ball 2-on-2:
. . •~OL~E_G_E

To¥RS presents !!our

· · Best Spting Break Packages
Trips to Paradise starting at

SWIElEllS lFOlfl YOUllfl SWIEET~ IE

$519°0 *
• IJ.S. & Mexican Td.l'U of $45 not lnclutlH

A SPIEC~Al FRESH ROSE AND COFFEE
CARD GIFT IDEA

• 1 Nlglrts Hotel 11114 ll/T Air

AU. READY TO GO FOR VALENTINES
DAY

COLLEGE
TOURS

ID&M\ COFFIEE
408 South /VT.ain Ellensburg

962•6333

Rus Ripple 6-1
V-b~tll X.:, ...

...

~

'

f

'

Sasha Adams 6-1
Jerry;s Kids 6-1

V-ball Y:
Rus Ripple 6-1
Opie 6-1

V-ball Z:
Underrated 5-1
Redemption 5-2
The ( )hsl·n l'r
(h1lilll'
\I \1 n.nH1.edu1'ohwrH•r

I

II .
I
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SKI: runs for all skills,
from novice to expert
~rom

Page 12

.seven days a week.
On the west side of Washington
are the popular ski slopes of Crystal Mountain and Mt. Baker.
Crystal Mountain has some of
the best extreme skiing in the Pacific Northwest, but there is also
plenty of terrain for the intermediate and beginning skier.
It is one of the first ski areas in
the country to offer moving carpet
lift loading. As you approach the
lift loading area, a gate opens to
allow the next row of skiers to slide
on to a moving ramp, which places
you automatically into position for
the chair. This is great for younger
or beginning skiers.
Crystal also offers guided tours
of the mountain, a hot tub, fitness
room, sauna, showers, and even
massages after a rough day of skiing.
Snowboarders can also enjoy
Crystal in the Boarder Zone which
offers jumps, hits and slides, great
for freestyle riding.
"I enjoy boarding at _C rystal because of the zone. Plus there is
always awesome powder to really
surf on." Tim Rossmeissl said.
Beginner packages includ·e instruction, lift ticket, and rental for
$39 for both skier and snowboarder.
Crystal also offers a widv variety of
lessons for all levels.
Lift rates are $20 Monday and
Tuesday, $24 Wednesday, Thursday, and Fridays, $33 on weekends. Hours are midweek 9:00a.m.

The
Observer
Classifieds
EARN CASH
stuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE
to P.O. Box n4, Olathe, KS, 66051

to 4:30 p.m. and weekend 8:30a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.. Night-skiing is Friday, Saturday and Sunday frbm
4:30p.m. until I O:OOp.m.
Crystal skier guarantee offers
you a free ski voucher if you are not
happy, for any reason, within 75
minutes of purchasing your ticket.
Mt. Baker is Washington's
northern-most ski area just 30 minutes away from the Canadian border. It offers 38 runs with great
skiing conditions.
Baker has an even amount of
terrain for every level of skier, with
flat groomed runs, deep powder
runs, and mogul runs.
"I went up to Baker for a great
day of skiing, it had just dumped
and the powder was so deep I
wrecked and lost my ski. It was
great powder though," Fraley said.
Beginner packages include full
rental_; lesson, and beginner ticket
for $35 (skier) and $42 (boarder).
Lift prices are $28 weekends
and $18.50 midweek. Hours are
from 8:30a.m. until 3:30p.m. weekends and 9 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
midweek.
So whether you 're an extreme
all terrain skier who takes all the
jumps. an average skier who just
enJOYp the sport, or a beginner who
is still trying to keep up, there is
plenty out there for you: Just decide where you want to go, get a
bunch of friends, -and make sure the
weather is great with snow in the
air. Because Washington has much
to offer and it won't be around until
summer.

SCUBA LESSONS &SUPPLIES
Sign up now. Contact John Moser Jr.
925-1272
RUBBER STAMP EXPRESSIONS rubber stamps/accessories, stencils, free
workshops. Biggest little store 413 N. Main 925-7505
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
for men and women. Hidden Valley Camp
interviewing on February 14. Make
appointment and get further intormation at
the Student Employment Office.
FAST FUNDRAISER
Raise $500 in 5 days-Greeks, gro~s.
cllbs, motivated individuals. Fast, easyno financial obligation. (800) 862-1982
Ext. 33. TIS 1698 Meadowood Lane,
Reno, NV 89502.
FIESTA
Tours in Mazatlan or Caho
San Lucas for cheap! Be on the beach for
Spring '96. Call Howard at
1-800-395-4896 and ask about our
exclusive event packages.

w~h College

Free Touchtone Calling Card
19¢ MINUTE! WOW! Anyclay, anytime,
anywhere in U.S. including Alaska &
Hawaii. You recharge card as needed.
Send S.A.S.E. to: Free Calling Card-A
13701 Burke Ave. N. Seattle, WA, 98133)
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEam ~ to $2,000+ per month working on
Cruise Sh4Js or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information, call
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60932
NATIONAL PARK JOBSForestry workers, park rangers,firefighters,
lifeguards+. volunteer and ·government
positions available at National Parks.
Excellent benefits·+ bonuses! Over 25,000
openings! For more info, call:
1-206-971-3620 ext. N60931.

-•

t

+'

Also available, Seafirst 24 Hour Banker On Call allows
you to call a knowledgeable Personal Banker at any time,
day or night. You can get questions answered, open up a.
.checking account, apply for a loan, pay bills, transfer funds
and much more!
_
Call 1-800-24 FIRST whenever you want-and·we do .
mean wheneverl .·

Internships with
international firms .

•

I'

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make ~to $25-45/hr teaching basic
conversational english in Japan, Taiwan,
or S. Korea. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For information
call (206) 971-3570 ext. J60931.

Instruction in English
Chinese language
courses

•
~·

COOL SUMMER JOBS!
Students needed! Earn $12/hr. +tips
working at Resort Hotels, Theme Parks,
Ranches, & River Rafting companies
nationwide. Call Resort Employment
· Services 1-206-971-3600 ext. R60931.

Traveling seminar in
Beijing,
Shanghai&
Hong Kong

•
•
. ..

FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 Billion in plblic and private sector
grants &scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services:
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60932.

Professional and liberal
arts courses

•

Offers
24 Hour
·service
24-HOUR-A-DAY access to your money is now available.
The new Seafirst Versateller® conveniently located at
Samuelson l)nio,n ~uilding offers ~ wide variety' of services
day or niglit: ' · '
' ;
·
eas'h \vithdrawals '' '·,
• Deposits
• Purchase postage stamps
+ Up to date checking statements

·

Affiliation with the
University of Hong Kong
'1

.. '

: · .. .' ..: e

\

.·.~en ~cholarships
available for fall

~

'

..

'..

'
~

'
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"

~
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•
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I NEED PEOPLE
I'm setting up interesting experimental art
photography projects. I need you -. .
outgoing, energetic, hip or just , ·' ' •
crazy. Call Mike Patnode; 925;9233.
'

•

f

••

EARN$$$
$1750 weekly possible mailing our
circulars. For info (301) 306-1207.

LOST

· .SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS ABROAD

119 EUCLID AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 132444170

1-800-235-3472
DIPA@SUADMIN.SYR.EDU

Sm. red beaded bracelet, sm. blue and
pink stones centered in middle. Lost
between Hogue Tech &Bouillion on
1125196. Sentimental value, please call
Elene 925-4254.
FOREIGN STUDENTS I VISITORS
DV-1 Green Card Program available.
1-800-660-7167 & (818) 772-7168.
#20231 St
W" tk CA 91306
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to pla'ce an ad.

call 963-10d6f

CWUDining Services presents

Central
Connection
Card
A Prepaid Account for Campus Dining!

Fmt Annual

MEATLESS

OPEN AN ACCOUNT {$25 minimum) AND RECEIVE THESE BENEFITS.

•ECONOMICAL

FOOD SHOW

Pay guest.prices at the residential
dining halls and save 5 % at CATS, the
Central Cafe or the Breeze-Thru Cafe.

12:30 to 2:00 p.m. •Tunstall Dining Room

•EASY

ADMISSION IS FREE

Use your card for payment.

Celebrate American Hean Month by adopting a
meatless arritude! Join us for delicious meatless foods
and learn ways ro incorporate meatless meals into
your diet and be HEART SMART ar rhe same time!

•QUICK
Faster than writing a check.

•SAFE

Dinner Presentation

No need to carry extra cash.

BECOMING
VEGETARIAN

Open your account today at the Studio East Office (Holmes Dining Hall) Mon. - Fri., 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
or in the SUB, Monday, Wednesday or Friday, 11 a.m. - I p.m.

Your link to CWU Dining Services
CALL 963-1591 FOR l\IORE INFORMATION.
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in gl'?t health

5:30 to 7:15 p.m. •Tunstall Dining Room·
5:30 p.m.
6: 15 p.m.
7: 15 p.m.

Dinner Featuring a Meatless Buffet
Becoming Vegetarian... in great health
Vesanto Melina, dietician and co-author
Closing Remarks

Meal Card holders $1.00
Other Guests $7.00
) Tickets may be purchased and/or reservations made
through CWU Dining Services, 963-1'59 l. Please
purchase cickers or make reservarions no lac~
Friday, February 9 at noon. For more information,
contact Pam Mahre, M.S., R.D. at 963-1039.
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February 8th through 16th
STUD'
EAST

~-~

Drawings will be held to give away "Niles" at Studio East (in Holmes Dining Hall)
and "Frase~" at Central Cafe (in the SUB) on Friday, February 16, at 12:30 p.m.

"'~

noon ~n the J6th ~t 'both lo~ations. N'eed not be pres~ht t~ win, .but' bonu~ gifts wjd·b'e:given. those present.
,:.;.;.::
.", . ·•... ·;.;., , E~try. \ f~nns
. .• must be s,u~~i~~e~·by,
I. )".
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;.s'ponsc>~ed by CWl:J >r;>ining·~Services anCI . Coca~Cola· (Yakim:a ). ,-.- .. >>>>.

POLAR BEAR DAYS
• • • • ENTRY FORM • • • •
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Entries must be submitted by noon 2/16/96 at Studio East or
Central Cafe. One entry per visit No purchase necessary.
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• • • • SPECIAL • • - -

• • - - SPECIAL • - - •

6-Pack
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

Drink Coca-Cola products!

$160 plus tax
With purchase of food or
beverage at the Central Cafe.
Limit: One 6-pack per purchase.
Offer good February 8-16, 1996.

32-ouncer*

69¢ plus tax

- s11s plus tax

46-ouncer*

*Includes FREE polar bear cup.
Offer good February 8-16, 1996.
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